
This mail sent on 19th Jan 2017 from president_cmai@cmai.asia 
 
Subject: Modified clauses of minutes of DCC meeting held on 22.9.2016 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 

Kindly find enclosed herewith the minutes of DCC meeting held on 22.9.2016  at 

TEC, New Delhi. 

Thanks & Regards, 
  
Prof N K Goyal 
President CMAI Association of India, Chairman Emeritus TEMA  
Member Governing Council Telecom Equipment & Services Export Promotion Council, Govt. of India 
Vice Chairman, ITU APT India, Adviser Gujarat Technological University 
Chairman India Trade Promotion Services, Dubai UAE,   
Director NFL National Fertilizers Ltd, Govt. of India 
+91 98 111 29879, president_cmai@cmai. asia, www.cmai.asia 

 
----- Forwarded Message ----- 
From: "Dy. Director General Telecom Engineering Centre, DOT" <> 
To: tema@tematelecom.in;  
Sent: Tuesday, 17 January 2017 3:50 PM 
Subject: Modified clauses of minutes of DCC meeting held on 22.9.2016 
 
Dear DCC members, 
                                    This has reference minutes of DCC meeting dated 16.11.2016 on 
Solar Photo Voltaic Power Supply for Telecom Equipments held on 22.09.2016 vide 
email dated 17.11.2016(copy is enclosed). 
 
Under the clause 2.1.1 it was agreed to accept SPV panel definition as: 
“SPV Panel:  SPV Modules of same rating are connected in series to form a SPV panel 
to get the desired voltage. For example for a 12V equipment, the module itself becomes 
a panel, while for 48V equipment, four or more (in case of MPPT based CCU)12V SPV 
modules are connected in series to form a 48V SPV panel and two or more (in case of 
MPPT based CCU) 24V modules (for standalone application only) are to be connected 
in series to form a 48V SPV panel.” 
 
However, M/s VNL pointed out that the Solar panels arrays of Lower voltage can also 
be utilised under MPPT based buck-boost technology. Therefore lower version should 
also be included so as to define MPPT based CCU fully. 
 
In view of above it was required to modify the clasue 2.1.1 to include “less than for” SPV 
modules can also be connected to form SPV Panel: 
 
Therefore, the modified clause will now be as follows: 
“SPV Panel:  SPV Modules of same rating are connected in series to form a SPV panel 
to get the desired voltage. For example for a 12V equipment, the module itself becomes 
a panel, while for 48V equipment, less than four or four or more than four (in case of 
MPPT based CCU) 12V SPV modules are connected in series to form a 48V SPV panel 
andless than two or two or more than two (in case of MPPT based CCU) 24V 
modules (for standalone application only) are to be connected in series to form a 48V 
SPV panel.” 

mailto:president_cmai@cmai.asia
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Under the clause 5.5.2, Protection of Charge controller and Telecom equipment 
from SPV array side was agreed to be specified as: 
For protection of Charge controller and Telecom equipment from SPV array side, 
it was suggested that the charge controller and telecom equipment shall be 
adequately protected against lightning and surges by providing Type I SPD to be able to 
discharge total lightning impulse current (10/350 µsec) of 12.5KA and Type II SPD to be 
able to discharge total surge discharge current more than 15KA (8/20 µsec). Surge 
protection Device on input side of CCU shall consist of Spark Gap/MOV surge-arrestors 

(Type I for DC) and Metal Oxide Varistors (MOV-Type II for DC) connected 
between +ve and –ve, +ve and ground, –ve and ground in Y 
configuration. “The purchaser may specify the requirement for 
provisioning of an integrated internal by-pass SPV-DC fuse or external 
series fuse connected in +ve& -ve strings so that SPD (type I & II) can 
extinguish the DC are safety”. 
However, M/s. Phoenix contention to specify both fuse and 
disconnector was to be accepted as per their terminology 
‘disconnector’ is being specified instead of ‘fuse’. 
Hence the modified clause will be as follows: 
For protection of Charge controller and Telecom equipment from 
SPV array side, it was suggested that the charge controller and 
telecom equipment shall be adequately protected against lightning 
and surges by providing Type I SPD to be able to discharge total 
lightning impulse current (10/350 µsec) of 12.5KA and Type II SPD to 
be able to discharge total surge discharge current more than 15KA 
(8/20 µsec). Surge protection Device on input side of CCU shall 
consist of Spark Gap/MOV surge-arrestors (Type I for DC) and Metal 
Oxide Varistors (MOV-Type II for DC) connected between +ve and –
ve, +ve and ground, –ve and ground in Y configuration. “The 
purchaser may specify the requirement for provisioning of an 
integrated internal by-pass SPV-DC fuse or external series fuse 
or disconnector connected in +ve& -ve strings so that SPD (type I & II) 
can extinguish the DC are safety”.(Clause 5.5.2). 
In the view of above, the clauses 2.1.1 and 5.2.2  of the minutes of 
DCC meeting held on 22.9.2016 may please read as proposed above 
(while rest of the clauses to remain the same) and give your 
comments, if any, within 10 days of this mail so that draft GR onSolar 
Photo Voltaic Power Supply for Telecom Equipments may be taken up 
for final approval. 

                                                                                                        
              
With regards, 
Ram Krishna                                                                                           
                                                          DDG(FA), TEC 
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Government of India 

Department of Telecommunication 

Telecommunication Engineering Centre 

FA Division 

Gate No. 5, Khurshid Lal Bhawan, Janpath, New Delhi-110001. 

 

No. TEC/FA/GR/Revision/SPV/2016-17                                                  Dated: 16/11/2016 

 

Subject: Minutes of DCC meeting of FA Division held on 22.09.2016 in respect of revision of 

GR titled ‘SPV power supply for Telecom Equipments(No. TEC/GR/SPV-

03/04.MMM.YYYY (Supersedes GR No. TEC/GR/ SPV-03/03. MAR. 2011). 

 

 The DCC meeting of FA Division was held on 22.09.2016 to discuss the revision of GR 

titled ‘SPV power supply for Telecom Equipments ‘(No. TEC/GR/SPV-03/04.MMM.YYYY 

(Supersedes GR No. TEC/GR/ SPV-03/03. MAR. 2011).  

 

2. The following officers participated in the meeting: - 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of participant 

(Shri/Mr./Ms.) 

Organization Email-ID 

1.  Bal Kishan DDG(T&A), TEC, New Delhi ddgt.tec@gov.in 

2.  Ram Krishna DDG(FA), TEC, New Delhi ddgfla.tec@gov.in 

3.  S. Ahmad DDG(RC), TEC, New Delhi ddgrc.tec@gov.in 

4.  Naveen Kumar DDG(TWA), TEC, New Delhi ddgm.tec@gov.in 

5.  V.K. Hirna DDG(EW), DoT, New Delhi ddgelect-dot@nic.in 

6.  J.Ramesh Dir(FN), TEC, New Delhi ddgn.tec@gov.in 

7.  Sidh Kumar Dir(FA), TEC, New Delhi sidhkumar@gmail.com 

8.  Mukesh Mandal AGM(QA), BSNL, New Delhi bsnlqand@gmail.com 

9.  Raj Kumar BSNL, New Delhi Rajkumar_0184@gmail.com 

10.  DipankaSarmah C-DoT, Bangalore dipu@cdot.in 

11.  S C Rustgi M/s Exicom, New Delhi sc.rustgi@exicom.in 

12.  P M Singh M/s Exicom, New Delhi pm.singh@exicom.in 

13.  Anuj K singh M/s VANU, New Delhi anoj@vanu.com 

14.  Deepak Jain M/s Bhansali Cables, New Delhi deepakjain@bhansali.net 
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15.  Rajneesh Vashisht M/s Vihaan network ltd, new delhi rajneesh.vashisht@vnl.in 

16.  Murlidhar Mandal M/s Vihaan network ltd, new delhi rajneesh.vashisht@vnl.in 

17.  Rajiv Tyagi M/s Phoenix Contact, New Delhi rtyagi@phoenixcontact.co.in 

18.  Harsh Rastogi M/s TUV Rheinland, New Delhi Harsh.rastogi@ind.tuv.com 

 

 

3.  At the very outset, DDG (FA) welcomed the participants and introduced herself. All the 

officers of TEC and other participant thereafter introduced themselves one by one. During the 

proceedings of meeting, the clause wise issues/points emerged, are as follows: 

 

Clause No.: Title Solar Photo Voltaic (SPV)  power supply for Telecom equipments; 

DCC comments: DCC committee members recommended retaining the title of the GR with 

modification as: “SPV based power supply for Telecom equipments” 

 

Clause No. 1.1 These power supplies   are capable of catering to load requirements of 5A 

continuous or 120 AH per day for 12V telecom equipments and up to 15A continuous or 360 AH 

per day for 48V telecom equipments and 25A continuous or 600 AH per day for 24V telecom 

equipments. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee member accepted the recommendations of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members to modify the clause.  

Modified clause is to be as:  

 

These power supplies   are capable of catering to load requirements of  

(i)  up to 5A continuous or 120 AH per day for 12V telecom equipments and 

(ii)  up to 20A continuous or 480 AH per day for 48V telecom equipments and 

(iii) up to 20A continuous or 480 AH per day for 24V telecom equipments. 

 

 

Clause No.1.2 A Block-schematic showing different component of the power supply is given in 

annexure -1 

DCC comments: DCC committee member accepted the view point of TEC. And re-drawn 

diagram is at last page of this document. 

 

Clause No. 1.2b This type of power supply shall have provision, so that, when both the output 

of SMPS and SPV power source are available, they shall take the load collectively. SPV power 

source shall deliver the load as per its available power and rest of the load shall be taken care of 

by SMPS. For proper load sharing of the two power sources, it shall be ensuredthat voltage of 

the SPV power source, even in worst working conditions (high SPV cell temperature) is higher 

than that of the SMPS 

DCC comments:DCC committee member accepted the view point “It is a part of design and 

general practice hence no need to accept the comment.” 
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Clause No.1.2b Hybrid SPV Power Supply: Hybrid SPV Power Supply works on both SPV 

power source and Switch Mode Power supply (SMPS). This type of power supply is so designed 

that 50% to 75% load requirement is met by SPV power supply and remaining 25% to 50% by 

the SMPS. The percentage of load to be met by SPV power source   is required to decide the size 

of the SPV array. Rating and the voltage of the power supply will depend on the operating 

voltage and power requirement of the telecom equipment to be fed. 

DCC comments: DCC committee members recommended some modifications in the clause 

with objective to promote SPV use. Hence modified clause is as follows: 

Hybrid SPV Power Supply: Hybrid SPV Power Supply works on both SPV power source and 

Switch Mode Power supply (SMPS). This type of power supply is so designed that 50% to 100% 

load requirement is met by SPV power supply and remaining by the SMPS. The percentage of 

load to be met by SPV power source   is required to decide the size of the SPV array. Rating and 

the voltage of the power supply will depend on the operating voltage and power requirement of 

the telecom equipment to be fed. 

 

Clause No. 2.1.1 These modules are connected in series and parallel to get the desired power 

and voltage.  Two rating of these modules, as per this document, have been specified as 

12V/50W, 12V/75W and 24V/125W to 24V/300W. 

DCC comments:  

DCC committee members recommended to use Wp (watt-peak) instead of W and some 

modifications in clause. Hence modified clause to be as follows: These modules are connected in 

series and parallel to get the desired power and voltage. Two rating of these modules, as per this 

document, have been specified as 12V/50Wp to 12V/300Wp and 24V/125Wp to 24V/300Wp. 

However, purchaser may specify ‘300Wp or higher’ as per the requirement. 

Clause No. 2.1.1 SPV Panel:  SPV Modules of same rating are connected in series to form a 

SPV panel to get the desired voltage. For example for a 12V equipment, the module itself 

becomes a panel, while for 48V equipment, four  or more(in case of MPPT based CCU-as per 

purchaser requirement)12V SPV modules are connected in series to form a 48V SPV panel and 

two or more(in case of MPPT based CCU- as per purchaser requirement) 24V modules (for 

standalone application only) are to be connected in series to form a 48V SPV panel  

DCC comments: DCC committee members suggested some modifications in the clause. Hence 

modified clause to be:  

SPV Panel: SPV Modules of same rating are connected in series to form a SPV panel to get the 

desired voltage. For example for a 12V equipment, the module itself becomes a panel, while for 

48V equipment, four 12V SPV modules are connected in series to form a 48V SPV panel or two 

24V modules (for standalone application only) connected in series to form a 48V SPV panel. 

M/s Exicom comment on Draft DCC minutes:  The clause & recommendations are reversed. 

Needs correction please. 

TEC Remark: On basis of comment received and deliberation, modified clause as follows: 

SPV Panel:  SPV Modules of same rating are connected in series to form a SPV panel to get the 

desired voltage. For example for a 12V equipment, the module itself becomes a panel, while for 

48V equipment, four 12V SPV modules are connected in series to form a 48V SPV panel and 
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two  24V modules (for standalone application only) are to be connected in series to form a 48V 

SPV panel. 

If required by purchaser,for a 48V equipment, four or more(in case of MPPT based CCU)12V 

SPV modules may be connected in series to form a 48V SPV panel and two or more(in case of 

MPPT based CCU) 24V modules (for standalone application only) may be connected in series to 

form a 48V SPV panel. However, higher voltage thus generated shall not be hazardous and 

all possible protection arrangement shall be made from safety point of view. 

 

Clause No.2.1.2 ……… In case of small 12V SPV power supplies using mono-, the battery 

shall be accommodated inside the charge controller……… 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the 2nd Sub DCC and MF members 

recommendation.hence clause will be 

……… In case of small 12V SPV power supplies using mono-, the battery may be 

accommodated inside the charge controller……… 

Clause No.2.1.2 (ii) SMPS output shall not be terminated at the input of charge controller unit. It 

shall be connected in parallel with charge controller output internally or externally.  There shall 

be provision to switch off SMPS output whenever Solar Power is available. This can be done 

using a control signal from Charge controller which controls SMPS or a switch. 

DCC comments: DCC committee members recommended some changes in clause. Hence 

modified clause as follows: 

(ii) SMPS output shall not be terminated at the input of charge controller unit. It shall be 

connected in parallel with charge controller output internally or externally.  There shall be 

provision to switch off/regulate SMPS output. This can be done using a control signal from 

Charge controller which controls SMPS or a switch. There shall be provision of load sharing 

as per clause 1.2b whenever Solar Power is available. 

Clause No.: 2.1.2 Charge   Controller   Unit (CCU):  Charge controller unit shall be common 

for both standalone SPV power supply and Hybrid SPV power supply. It shall provide for the 

necessary DC power supply to the load and battery and also protect battery bank from over 

charge, deep discharge, reverse polarity and short circuit, thereby ensuring that the electrical 

characteristics are met for optimum performance and reliability. It monitors all the functions of 

SPV power source and SMPS (some on charge controller along with SMPS and all other on the 

SMPS). It provides for termination for output of the SPV array, output of the SMPS (through a 

switch), load and battery. It shall house all the necessary alarms, monitoring   and control circuits. 

It shall also provide for the mounting of the lightning and surge protection devices (SPV side on 

the charge controller itself, while SMPS side lightning and surge protective devices on the SMPS. 

In case of small 12V SPV power supplies using mono-blocks, the battery shall be accommodated 

inside the charge controller. 

The CCU shall compose the following features: 

    (i) Putting the charge controller and battery in same enclosure may reduce life and performance 

of charge controller. There should be adequate arrangement such that the rise in the temperature 

of one unit should not impact the temperature of the other. If purchaser requires the charge 

controller and battery may be kept in separate enclosures. 

    (ii) SMPS out put shall not be terminated at the input of charge controller unit. It shall be 

connected in parallel with charge controller output internally or externally.  There shall be 
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provision to switch off SMPS output whenever Solar Power is available. This can be done using a 

control signal from Charge controller which controls SMPS or a switch. 

   (iii) Charge controller shall be capable of working in extreme temperatures of  -15°C to +55°C 

ambient without any de-rating in its power handling capabilities as Indian locations have extreme 

temperatures and any temperature related de-rating of power or performance will not be effect 

system performance. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members recommended to shift para (i) of the clause in 

chapter-2 (purchaser requirement). And add the provision of MPPT. Hence modified clause as 

follows: 

 

Charge   Controller   Unit (CCU):  Charge controller unit shall be common for both standalone 

SPV power supply and Hybrid SPV power supply. It shall provide for the necessary DC power 

supply to the load and battery and also protect battery bank from over charge, deep discharge, 

reverse polarity and short circuit, thereby ensuring that the electrical characteristics are met for 

optimum performance and reliability.It monitors all the functions of SPV power source and 

SMPS (some on charge controller along with SMPS and all other on the SMPS). It provides for 

termination for output of the SPV array, output of the SMPS (through a switch), load and battery. 

It shall house all the necessary alarms, monitoring   and control circuits. It shall also provide for 

the mounting of the lightning and surge protection devices (SPV side on the charge controller 

itself, while SMPS side lightning and surge protective devices on the SMPS. In case of small 12V 

SPV power supplies using mono-blocks, the battery shall be accommodated inside the charge 

controller. If required by Purchaser/User, the solar charge controller shall be based on 

MPPT technology which can charge battery from Solar panels arrays of higher voltage. It 

should convert higher voltage into current so that more energy can be harvested from same 

Solar panels. However, higher voltage thus generated shall not be hazardous and all 

possible protection arrangement shall be made from safety point of view.   

The system should have Stage – I & II SPD as per TEC GR No. TEC/GR/FLA/LSP-001/01/June 

2010 

The CCU shall compose the following features: 

    (i) SMPS output shall not be terminated at the input of charge controller unit. It shall be 

connected in parallel with charge controller output internally or externally.  There shall be 

provision to switch off SMPS output whenever Solar Power is available. This can be done using a 

control signal from Charge controller which controls SMPS or a switch. 

   (ii) Charge controller shall be capable of working in extreme temperatures of  -15°C to +55°C 

ambient without any de-rating in its power handling capabilities as Indian locations have extreme 

temperatures and any temperature related de-rating of power or performance will not be effect 

system performance. 

 

M/s Exicom comment on Draft DCC minutes: 
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TEC Remark: On basis of comment received and deliberation, modified clause as follows: 

Charge   Controller   Unit (CCU):  Charge controller unit shall be common for both standalone 

SPV power supply and Hybrid SPV power supply. It shall provide for the necessary DC power 

supply to the load and battery and also protect battery bank from over charge, deep discharge, 

reverse polarity and short circuit, thereby ensuring that the electrical characteristics are met for 

optimum performance and reliability.It monitors all the functions of SPV power source and 

SMPS (some on charge controller along with SMPS and all other on the SMPS). It provides for 

termination for output of the SPV array, output of the SMPS (through a switch), load and battery. 

It shall house all the necessary alarms, monitoring   and control circuits. It shall also provide for 

the mounting of the lightning and surge protection devices (SPV side on the charge controller 

itself, while SMPS side lightning and surge protective devices on the SMPS. In case of small 12V 

SPV power supplies using mono-blocks, the battery shall be accommodated inside the charge 

controller. 

 

 If required by Purchaser/User, the solar charge controller shall be based on MPPT 

technology which can charge battery from Solar panels arrays of higher voltage. It should 

convert higher voltage into current so that more energy can be harvested from same Solar 

panels. However, higher voltage thus generated shall not be hazardous and all possible 

protection arrangement shall be made from safety point of view.  

 

If desired by Purchaser/User, the advantages of PWM control techniques may be 
taken. 

 

The system should have Stage – I & II SPD as per TEC GR No. TEC/GR/FLA/LSP-

001/01/June 2010 

The CCU shall compose the following features: 

    (i) SMPS output shall not be terminated at the input of charge controller unit. It shall be 

connected in parallel with charge controller output internally or externally.  There shall be 

provision to switch off SMPS output whenever Solar Power is available. This can be done using a 

control signal from Charge controller which controls SMPS or a switch. 

   (ii) Charge controller shall be capable of working in extreme temperatures of  -15°C to +55°C 

ambient without any de-rating in its power handling capabilities as Indian locations have extreme 

temperatures and any temperature related de-rating of power or performance will not be effect 

system performance. 
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Clause No. 2.1.3 24V SPV Power Supply (Standalone application only): For 24V SPV power 

supply, a 12 cell battery formed by 2V cells is used.  12 V Mono-blocks of rating up to 150AH 

are permissible for this purpose. For higher battery capacity only 2V cells shall be used. 

48V SPV Power Supply: For 48V SPV power supply, a 24 four cell battery formed by 2V cells 

is used.  Mono-blocks are not permissible for the purpose. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF member.  

Hence modified clause as follows: 

24V SPV Power Supply (Standalone application only): For 24V SPV power supply, a twelve 

cell battery formed by 2V cells shall be used.  12 V Mono-blocks of rating up to 150AH are 

permissible for this purpose. For higher battery capacity only 2V cells shall be used. 

48V SPV Power Supply: For 48V SPV power supply, a twenty four cell battery formed by 2V 

cells is used. .Mono-blocks of rating up to 12V/150AH are permissible for this purpose. For 

higher battery capacity only 2V cells shall be used. 

Clause No. 2.1.3 48V SPV Power Supply: For 48V SPV power supply, a 24 cell battery formed 

by 2V cells is used.  Mono-blocks are not permissible for the purpose. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF member.  

hence modified clause  will be  

48V SPV Power Supply: For 48V SPV power supply, a twenty four cell battery formed by 2V 

cells is used.  Mono-blocks of rating up to 12V/150AH are permissible for this purpose. For 

higher battery capacity only 2V cells shall be used. 

Clause No. 2.2.1 C.    48V SPV Power Supply:  Depending on the Charge Controller unit 

capacity and load requirements the 48V SPV power supplies are classified as follows:  

a)  48V/5KW Standalone SPV Power Supply: Composed of   48V/5KW SPV Power 

generating source, with 48V/5KW Charge controller. 

b)  48V/10KW Standalone SPV Power Supply: Composed of   48V/10KW SPV Power 

Generating Source, with 48V/10KW Charge controller. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF member.  

hence modified clause  will be  

Standalone system: 

C.    48V SPV Power Supply:  Depending on the Charge Controller unit capacity and load 

requirements the 48V SPV power supplies are classified as follows:  

a)  48V/2KW Standalone SPV Power Supply: Composed of   48V/2KW SPV Power 

generating source, with 48V/2KW Charge controller. 

b)  48V/5KW Standalone SPV Power Supply: Composed of   48V/5KW SPV Power 

generating source, with 48V/5KW Charge controller. 

c)  48V/10KW Standalone SPV Power Supply: Composed of   48V/10KW SPV Power 

Generating Source, with 48V/10KW Charge controller : 

Clause No. 2.2.2 Hybrid SPV Power Supply:  These are further classified as: 
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A.  12V  Hybrid SPV Power Supply  :  Depending  on  the  Charge  Controller unit  capacity 

 and  load requirements, the  12V Hybrid SPV power supplies  are further classified as follows :  

a)   12V/500W Hybrid SPV Power Supply: It shall be composed of: 

(i) 12V/500W SPV Power Generating source with 12V/500W Charge controller. 

(ii) SMPS (based on 12V/12.5A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 37.5A (three FR/FC 

modules 12V/12.5A (2 for load and one for redundancy).   

b)  12V/1000W Hybrid SPV Power Supply: It shall be composed of: 

(i) 12V/1000W SPV Power Generating Source with 12V/1000W Charge controller 

(ii) SMPS (based on 12V/12.5A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 62.5A (Five FR/FC 

modules 12V/12.5A (4 for load and one redundancy).   

B. 48V Hybrid SPV Power Supply:   Depending on the Charge Controller unit capacity and 

load requirements the 48V Hybrid SPV power supply is   classified as:    

a)  48V/5KW Hybrid SPV Power Supply: it shall be composed of : 

(i) 48V/5KW SPV Power Generating Source with 48V/ 5KW Charge controller. 

(ii) SMPS (based on 48V/12.5A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 75A (Six FR/FC 

modules 48V/12.5A (5 for load and one redundancy).   

b) 48V/10KW Hybrid SPV Power Supply:  It shall be composed of: 

i) 48V/10KW SPV Power Generating Source with 48V/10KW Charge controller. 

ii) SMPS (based on 48V/25A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 150A (Six FR/FC 

modules 48V/25A (5 for load and one redundancy). 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF member. “Purchaser may specify overall redundancy for the power supply including the 

Charge controller & SMPS ” as per their requirement. 

 

Clause No.2.2.2(A)Hybrid SPV Power Supply:  These are further classified as: 

A.  12V  Hybrid SPV Power Supply  :  Depending  on  the  Charge  Controller unit  capacity 

 and  load requirements, the  12V Hybrid SPV power supplies  are further classified as follows :  

a)   12V/500W Hybrid SPV Power Supply: It shall be composed of:    

(i) 12V/500W SPV Power Generating source with 12V/500W Charge controller. 

(ii) SMPS (based on 12V/12.5A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 37.5A (three FR/FC 

modules 12V/12.5A (2 for load and one for redundancy).   

b)  12V/1000W Hybrid SPV Power Supply: It shall be composed of: 

(i)  12V/1000W SPV Power Generating Source with 12V/1000W Charge controller 

(ii) SMPS (based on 12V/12.5A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 62.5A (Five FR/FC 

modules 12V/12.5A (4 for load and one redundancy).   

B. 48V Hybrid SPV Power Supply:   Depending on the Charge Controller unit capacity and 

load requirements the 48V Hybrid SPV power supply is   classified as:    

a)  48V/5KW Hybrid SPV Power Supply: it shall be composed of : 

(i) 48V/5KW SPV Power Generating Source with 48V/ 5KW Charge controller. 

(ii) SMPS (based on 48V/12.5A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 75A (Six FR/FC 

modules 48V/12.5A (5 for load and one redundancy).   

b)  48V/10KW Hybrid SPV Power Supply:  It shall be composed of: 

i) 48V/10KW SPV Power Generating Source with 48V/10KW Charge controller. 

ii) SMPS (based on 48V/25A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 150A (Six FR/FC 

modules 48V/25A (5 for load and one redundancy). 

 

DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and MF member to 

retain the clause without any modification. 
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Clause No. 2.2.2 B. 48V Hybrid SPV Power Supply:   Depending on the Charge Controller 

unit capacity and load requirements the 48V Hybrid SPV power supply is   classified as:    

a)  48V/5KW Hybrid SPV Power Supply: it shall be composed of : 

(i) 48V/5KW SPV Power Generating Source with 48V/ 5KW Charge controller. 

(ii) SMPS (based on 48V/12.5A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 75A (Six FR/FC 

modules 48V/12.5A (5 for load and one redundancy).   

b)  48V/10KW Hybrid SPV Power Supply:  It shall be composed of: 

i) 48V/10KW SPV Power Generating Source with 48V/10KW Charge controller. 

ii) SMPS (based on 48V/25A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 150A (Six FR/FC 

modules 48V/25A (5 for load and one redundancy). 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF member. Hence modified clause to be : 

B. 48V Hybrid SPV Power Supply: Depending on the Charge Controller unit capacity and 

load requirements the 48V Hybrid SPV power supply is classified as: 

a) 48V/2KW Hybrid SPV Power Supply: it shall be composed of : 

(i) 48V/2KW SPV Power Generating Source with 48V/ 2KW Charge controller. 

(ii) SMPS (based on 48V/12.5A or 25A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity 

of 37.5 A (i.e. either Three FR/FC modules 48V/12.5A (2 for load and one redundancy) or 

Two FR/FC modules 48V/25A (one for load and one for redundancy) . 

 

b) 48V/5KW Hybrid SPV Power Supply: it shall be composed of : 

(i) 48V/5KW SPV Power Generating Source with 48V/ 5KW Charge controller. 

(ii) SMPS (based on 48V/12.5A or 25A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 75A 

(either Six FR/FC modules 48V/12.5A (5 for load and one redundancy) or  

 

Three FR/FC modules 48V/25A (2 for load and one redundancy) 

c) 48V/10KW Hybrid SPV Power Supply: It shall be composed of: 

i) 48V/10KW SPV Power Generating Source with 48V/10KW Charge controller. 

ii) SMPS (based on 48V/25A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 150A(Six FR/FC 

modules 48V/25A (5 for load and one redundancy). 

 

 

Clause No. 2.2.2 B. 48V Hybrid SPV Power Supply:   Depending on the Charge Controller 

unit capacity and load requirements the 48V Hybrid SPV power supply is   classified as:    

a)  48V/5KW Hybrid SPV Power Supply: it shall be composed of : 

(i)  48V/5KW SPV Power Generating Source with 48V/ 5KW Charge controller. 

(ii) SMPS (based on 48V/12.5A FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 75A (Six FR/FC 

modules 48V/12.5A (5 for load and one redundancy).   

 

 

a)  48V/5KW Hybrid SPV Power Supply: it shall be composed of : 

(i)  48V/5KW SPV Power Generating Source with 48V/ 5KW Charge controller. 

(ii) SMPS (based on 48V/12.5A FR/FC modules or 48V/25A FR/FC modules) with ultimate 

capacity of 75A (Six FR/FC modules 48V/12.5A (5 for load and one redundancy) OR (three 

FR/FC modules 48V/25A (2 for load and one redundancy).   

 

b)  48V/5KW Hybrid SPV Power Supply: it shall be composed of : 

(i)  48V/5KW SPV Power Generating Source with 48V/ 5KW Charge controller. 
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(ii) SMPS (based on 48V/12.5A or 25A  FR/FC modules) with ultimate capacity of 75A (either 

Six FR/FC modules 48V/12.5A (5 for load and one redundancy) or Three FR/FC modules 

48V/25A (2 for load and one redundancy). 

 

DCC committee members has not accepted the comment of M/s Exicom to add 50A module. 

Hence no change is made in clause. 

Clause No. 3.0 Functional Requirements: The SPV Power Generating System comprises 

mainly of a SPV Module - anon conventional source of power - that converts Solar Energy (Sun 

light) directly into DC Electricity which in turn charges battery bank through a Solar  charge 

controller.  The solar charge controller, in this case of Hybrid Power Supply shall have an in-

built FC (float charger) that shall provide a regulated DC Power Supply to the load and the 

battery bank when the AC commercial mains are available. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members recommended some changes in clause after 

deliberation on C-DoT comment,. Hence modified clause as follows: 

Functional Requirements: The SPV Power Generating System comprises mainly of a SPV 

Module – a non-conventional source of power - that converts Solar Energy (Sun light) directly 

into DC Electricity which in turn charges battery bank through a Solar  charge controller.  In this 

case of Hybrid Power Supply shall have an in-built FC (float charger as per clause no 3.6 

of GR) that shall provide a regulated DC Power Supply in  sharing with SPV power 

generating source to the load and the battery bank when the AC commercial mains are 

available. 

 

Clause No. 3.2.5 Minimum stipulated life: The de-rating factor of 0.5%/year of the SPV 

Generating Source/module rated power is permissible.  The module/SPV power generating 

source shall deliver at least 92.5% of its rated power in 15th year. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommended of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members. i.e. Minimum stipulated life: The de-rating factor of 0.5%/year of the SPV 

Generating Source/module rated power is permissible.  The module/SPV power generating 

source shall deliver at least 90% of its rated power in 10th year 

 

Clause No.3.2.12 SPV modules voltage at peak Power point: 17.0 V (min.) for 12V Modules 

and 34V (min.) for 24V Module. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommended of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members.. hence clause will be 

SPV modules voltage at peak Power point: 17.0 V (min.) for 12V Modules and 34V (min.) for 

24V Module. In addition to it, SPV Vmmp should be 0.45V per cell minimum. 

 

Clause No. 3.3.4 Efficiency: Efficiency of the charge controller at full load and rated  output 

voltage of 13.5V for 12V power supply, 27V for 24V power supply and 54V for 48V power 
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supply respectively shall be in excess of 90% while all working condition on SPV power 

source”. 

 

DCC committee members accepted to reduce efficiency for 12V system to be 85% since 

percentage losses are more significant at low voltages. Hence modified clause as follows: 

Efficiency: Efficiency of the charge controller at full load and rated  output voltage of 13.5V for 

12V power supply, 27V for 24V power supply and 54V for 48V power supply respectively shall 

be in excess of 90% while all working condition on SPV power source. However, purchaser may 

specify efficiency to be 85% for 12V system depending upon the cost effectiveness of the power 

supply. 

Clause No. 3.5.1 All Indications shall be suitably   designated and   there shall   be provision for   

their easy identification   from a distance of at least 3 meters 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommended of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members.”.. Hence modified clause shall be: All Indications shall be suitably   designated 

and   there shall   be provision for   their easy identification   from a distance of upto 3 meters. 

Clause No. 3.5.2Alarms Indications ( both  for Standalone  and Hybrid Charge controller) : 

1.   SPV Output Voltage Low. 

  2.   SPV Output Voltage High       

  3.   Battery Low 

  4.   Battery reverse polarity 

  5.   Over load 

  6.    SMPS fail – SMPS fails to deliver  power due to any reason (Hybrid power supply) 

  7.   Equipment Circuit Breaker Trip (if used) 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommended of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members to remove two alarms as per M/s VNL comment. Hence modified clause: 

Alarms Indications ( both  for Standalone  and Hybrid Charge controller) : 

    1.   Battery Low 

      2.   Battery reverse polarity 

      3.   Over load 

      4.    SMPS fail – SMPS fails to deliver  power due to any reason  

             (Hybrid power supply) 

    5.   Equipment Circuit Breaker Trip (if used) 

Clause No. 3.6.1 SMPS shall be based on Switch Mode Power Supply (SMPS) Techniques 

using switching frequencies of 20KHz and above. The SMPS shall be capable of, independently, 

meeting the load requirements of load (telecom equipment) and battery bank. SMPS is intended 

to be used in Float-cum-Charge mode as a regulated D.C. Power Source. The unit should be 

expandable at rack level itself or by additional racks using the basic FR/FC modules of the same 

rating.  The prescribed FR/FC ratings are 12.5A and 25A. It shall employ modular configuration 

for flexible provision of DC power. 

 

Clause No.3.6.2 The unit shall only be based on menu driven Micro Processor Controlled 

Techniques (both DSCA as well as module) for control, monitoring and alarms. DSCA shall 

display its Software version. Setting of all the parameters shall be through menu-driven 
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microprocessor control only. Use of potentiometer for setting of parameters is not permitted. The 

failure of Micro processor or DSCA shall not affect the setting of individual FR/FC. All the 

FR/FC modules’ parameter shall not be disturbed on the failure of DSCA.  All the FR/FC 

modules shall take care of the load on default settings and share the load collectively.  Only the 

setting of new parameters from DSCA shall be affected. In case of failure of microprocessor of 

FR/FC module, its last setting shall not be affected. The power supply shall be RS 485/Ethernet 

(SNMP Protocol) compatible. It shall be feasible to set any monitoring control parameter from a 

remote site through RS 485/Ethernet (SNMP Protocol).  All the information regarding Control 

and monitoring of Power Plant data shall be accessible on demand from the remote site. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members recommended to have surge protection in Ethernet 

lines. Hence modified clause as follows: 

The unit shall only be based on menu driven Micro Processor Controlled Techniques (both 

DSCA as well as module) for control, monitoring and alarms. DSCA shall display its Software 

version. Setting of all the parameters shall be through menu-driven microprocessor control only. 

Use of potentiometer for setting of parameters is not permitted. The failure of Micro processor or 

DSCA shall not affect the setting of individual FR/FC. All the FR/FC modules’ parameter shall 

not be disturbed on the failure of DSCA.  All the FR/FC modules shall take care of the load on 

default settings and share the load collectively.  Only the setting of new parameters from DSCA 

shall be affected. In case of failure of microprocessor of FR/FC module, its last setting shall not 

be affected. The power supply shall be RS 232/RS485/Ethernet (SNMP Protocol) compatible. 

RS232 / RS 485 / Ethernet communication lines shall be protected with surge protection 

device, which is mounted on both side of the cable. It shall be feasible to set any monitoring 

control parameter from a remote site through RS 232/RS485/Ethernet (SNMP Protocol).  All the 

information regarding Control and monitoring of Power Plant data shall be accessible on 

demand from the remote site. 

 

TEC Remark: On basis of comment received and deliberation, modified clause as follows: 

The unit shall only be based on menu driven Micro Processor Controlled Techniques (both 

DSCA as well as module) for control, monitoring and alarms. DSCA shall display its Software 

version. Setting of all the parameters shall be through menu-driven microprocessor control only. 

Use of potentiometer for setting of parameters is not permitted. The failure of Micro processor or 

DSCA shall not affect the setting of individual FR/FC. All the FR/FC modules’ parameter shall 

not be disturbed on the failure of DSCA.  All the FR/FC modules shall take care of the load on 

default settings and share the load collectively.  Only the setting of new parameters from DSCA 

shall be affected. In case of failure of microprocessor of FR/FC module, its last setting shall not 

be affected. The power supply shall be RS 232/RS485/Ethernet (SNMP Protocol) compatible. 

RS232 / RS 485 / Ethernet communication lines shall be protected with surge protection 

device, which is mounted on both side of the cable. It shall be feasible to set any monitoring 

control parameter from a remote site through RS 232/RS485/Ethernet (SNMP Protocol).  All the 

information regarding Control and monitoring of Power Plant data shall be accessible on 

demand from the remote site. SPD shall have surge discharge current capacity of 10KA 

(8/20µsec) and lightening discharge current capacity of equal or more than 1.0 KA per line 

(10/350 µsec). 

 

Clause No.3.6.4DSCA  of the SMPS shall also   provide  for  the  following: 
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a) Termination for the batteries*. 

b) Termination for the exchange load.  

c) Interconnecting arrangement for power equipment. 

d) Battery Switching arrangement (Connection to/isolation from power supply)**  

e) Termination for AC input to the rack shall be finger touch proof, flame retardant, insulated.  

Use of bus-bars for the purpose is precluded. 

f)  Termination for AC and DC to FR/FC  modules. 

g) Circuit Breakers/fuses etc. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the TEC comments not to include  version 

of power supply in this GR. 

 

Clause No. 3.6.4: Note-3:  Solid state switching device may preferably be used. Relays, if used,   

shall be UL or CE compliant. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommended of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members to delete the note. 

 

Clause No. 3.7.1 & 3.16.2 & 3.23.1 AC  input Supply  : The Power Plant  shall  operate  from  

single  phase AC  mains supply 230 V with variation in the range of +10% and -15% and 

frequency as 50 Hz +/-2Hz. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommended of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members to have flexibility for purchaser.  

Hence Clause to be: 

The Power Plant shall  operate  from  single  phase AC  mains supply 230 V with variation in the 

range of +10% and -15% and frequency as 50 Hz +/-2Hz. 

However keeping in view of specific requirement for rural area, purchaser may specify the 

requirement as special case as:  The Power Plant shall operate from single phase AC mains 

supply 230 V with variation from 170 to 260 V and  frequency as 50 Hz +/-2Hz. 

Clause No.3.25.2 In case the SMPS fails to take load due to any fault condition, it shall extend an 

alarm to the charge controller unit as  SMPS fail. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommended of 2nd Sub DCC and MF 

members 

 

Clause No.3.26 Battery Health Check:   There shall be a provision of monitoring the voltage, 

current, trickle current, conductance and temperature at a set periodicity (programmable) of the 

batteries associated with the power plant. There shall also be a provision of monitoring of each cell 

of the battery bank for voltage and temperature. The instrumentation provided, shall also calculate 

the conductance of each cell.  All the above information shall be made available to the remote site 

through RS 485/Ethernet (SNMP Protocol) (Refer Annexure 3 for specified protocol). Any 

abnormality observed during these tests shall be highlighted.  

 

There shall also be a provision for conducting a partial discharge test (about 20% of rated 

capacity) of a pre-determined duration and frequency. During this test, the battery current and 
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voltage, conductance and temperature of each cell be recorded. All these   information shall be 

made available to the remote site with the information about abnormal behaviour of any of the 

cell. Frequency and duration of partial test discharge shall be programmable.  

The conductance measurements/observations shall be off-line to prevent noise interference. The 

first observation of conductance, recorded by the unit shall form the base value for future 

comparison. 

 Note: The feature shall be optional.  However, type approval shall only be accorded with the 

above provision. The manufacturer will give the list of hardware equipment required for the 

purpose in the instruction and maintenance manual.  User shall clearly indicate the requirement of 

battery health check feature while ordering the power plant.  The manufacturer shall also 

undertake that the above provision will become fully functional by adding the hard ware (indicated 

in the instruction manual) for the purpose.  

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members recommended to retain the clause without any 

modification. 

 

Clause No. 3.26 (VNL) Note: The feature shall be optional.  However, type approval shall only be 

accorded with the above provision. The manufacturer will give the list of hardware equipment 

required for the purpose in the instruction and maintenance manual.  User shall clearly indicate the 

requirement of battery health check feature while ordering the power plant.  The manufacturer 

shall also undertake that the above provision will become fully functional by adding the hard ware 

(indicated in the instruction manual) for the purpose 

DCC comments: DCC committee members recommended to retain the clause without any 

modification. 

 

Clause No.3.27 Remote control and monitoring: The Charge controller shall be RS 485 

compatible. It shall provide for the monitoring, alarm and control of the power plant and its 

associated batteries from a remote site through RS 485/Ethernet (SNMP Protocol).   The exchange 

of information and protocol format between the power plant and remote site shall be as given in 

the Annexure -3.  

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members recommended to add RS 232. Hence modified clause 

as follows: 

Remote control and monitoring: The Charge controller shall be RS232/RS 485 compatible. It shall 

provide for the monitoring, alarm and control of the power plant and its associated batteries from a 

remote site through RS232/RS 485/Ethernet (SNMP Protocol).   The exchange of information and 

protocol format between the power plant and remote site shall be as given in the Annexure -3. 

 

 

Clause No.3.28 The following batteries shall be suitable for SPV applications: 

(i)   The battery shall be 48V (24 cell) or 12V (6 cells) VRLA type (deep-cyclic) i.e. slow rate of 

charge and discharge conforming to TEC GR TEC/GR/TX/BAT - 001/04.JUNE.2011 with 

amendments, if any. 

(ii)  The battery shall be 48V (24 cell) or 12V (6 cells) Tubular VRLA based on GEL technology 

(deep-cyclic), conforming to TEC GR No. TEC/GR/TX/BAT - 003/02.MAR.2011 with 

amendments, if any. 

(iii)  For 24 V (Standalone Application only), the batteries mentioned above in (i) or (ii) of 

required capacity (12 cells of 2V each) may be used 
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DCC comments: DCC committee members recommended to align the clause with clause 2.1.3 

and made provision to use any of the given battery. Hence clause will be: 

The following batteries shall be suitable for SPV applications: 

(i)   The battery shall be 48V (24 cell) or 12V (6 cells) VRLA type (deep-cyclic) i.e. slow rate of 

charge and discharge conforming to TEC GR TEC/GR/TX/BAT - 001/04.JUNE.2011 with 

amendments, if any. 

    OR  

(ii)  The battery shall be 48V (24 cell) or 12V (6 cells) Tubular VRLA based on GEL technology 

(deep-cyclic), conforming to TEC GR No. TEC/GR/TX/BAT - 003/02.MAR.2011 with 

amendments, if any. 

OR 

(iii)   The battery shall be 48V or 12V Li-ion type (deep-cyclic) conforming to TEC GR 

TEC/GR/TX/Li-ion - 001/01.MAR.2016 with amendments, if any. 

(iv)  For 24 V (Standalone Application only), the batteries mentioned above in (i) or (ii) or (iii) of 

required capacity may be used. 

Clause No. 4.1 Components:  The component parts of the equipment shall be of professional 

grade of the reputed manufacturers to ensure prompt and continuous service and delivery of 

spares. Use of CACT approved Components only is permitted for the purpose. The Peak Inverse 

Voltage (PIV) ratings of components used shall have a minimum rating of twice the maximum 

system voltage. Use of potentiometers is precluded. Switching components used at input side of 

the SMPS shall be rated at 600V (minimum). 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommended of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF to retain the clause without any modification. 

Clause No.5.2 Environmental requirements for Charge Controller and SMPS: The Charge 

controller and SMPS, in addition to the environmental requirements given in clause 5.0 above, 

shall also operate at the specified rating and conform to the requirements contained in QM 333 

Category B2 of QA Circle, BSNL Bangalore. 

 

DCC comments:DCC committee members accepted the recommended of 2nd Sub DCC and MF 

members.  Hence clause will be  

Environmental requirements for Charge Controller and SMPS: The Charge controller and SMPS, 

in addition to the environmental requirements given in clause 5.0 above, shall also operate at the 

specified rating and conform to the requirements contained in QM 333 Category B2. 

 

Clause No.5.3 Burn-in Test: The Charge controller and SMPS shall be capable of withstanding a 

burn-in test for 72 hours at an ambient temperature of 50C, when the equipment is working at full 

rated load. This test may be performed in a temperature controlled room with free air flow. 

Necessary test set-up for the purpose shall be provided by the manufacturer. The temperature rise 

of heat dissipating components above the ambient,  measured directly or at the heat sink in the first 

8 hours  of the above test shall not be more than : 

a) Transformers and Chokes: 70C for B grade of Insulation. For higher grade of insulation, higher 

temperature rise is permissible subject to the following conditions : 

i)  It is at least 20C below the permissible limit for the grade of insulation. 

ii) The temperature rise shall be at least 30C below the curie temperature of the magnetic 

material. 
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iii) This temperature shall neither affect  other components nor  lead to fire hazard. 

a) Semiconductor devices: 60C or as per component specification. 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the TEC comments. That burn-in hours 

are as per QM 333 so it cannot be changed. 

 

Clause No.5.4.1Insulation Resistance Test: The insulation resistance of a fully wired Charge 

Controller and SMPS, when tested with a 500V DC megger, shall not be less than 5 Meg ohms 

for the following conditions: 

a) Shorted DC Output terminals and Earth (Charge Controller)/ (SMPS).                 

b) Shorted AC Input terminals and Earth (SMPS). 

c) Shorted DC input Terminals and Earth(Charge controller unit).           

d) Shorted AC input terminals and shorted DC output terminals (SMPS). 

e) Shorted DC input terminals and Shorted DC output Terminals (Charge controller). 

 

DCC comments:DCC committee members recommended to retain the clause. As input from 

QA-BSNL, these test are conducted in power off condition. 

Clause No.5.4.2 Voltage  Proof Test: With EMI/RFI capacitors and MOVs/Tranzorbs removed  

from the circuit a  test voltage of 1500V/50Hz is applied for  one minute, between:  

a)  Shorted DC output terminals and Earth (Charge Controller)/ (SMPS). 

b)  Shorted AC input terminals and Earth (SMPS). 

c)  Shorted DC input Terminals and Earth (Charge controller unit)            

d)  Shorted AC input and shorted DC output terminals (SMPS). 

e)  Shorted input DC terminals and shorted DC output terminals((Charge Controller)   

Alternatively without removing EMI/RFI capacitors, the lightning protection circuitry and 

Tranzorbs etc., but with EMI/RFI discharge resistors removed : 

a) A 2150V DC can be applied for one minute between shorted AC input and DC output 

terminals. 

b) 50V DC can be applied for one minute between shorted AC Input terminals, shorted input DC 

terminals, shorted DC output terminals and earth. 

This DC voltage test is in accordance with UL1950 and IEC 950 Standards. 

No breakdown or abnormal temperature rise shall occur. 

 

DCC comments:DCC committee members suggested to retain the clause without any 

modification. As input from QA-BSNL, these test are conducted in power off condition. 

Clause No.5.5 Lightning Protection : The system shall be adequately protected against 

lightning at both  AC input mains & SPV input side by a protection device in a separate casing  

attached on outside the charge controller  in the following configuration. 

Clause No. 5.5.1 Protection of SPV Modules/Panels/Array:An   external interceptor, with 

down conductor connected to proper earth, shall ensure the protection of the SPV 

modules/panels/array against direct lightning.  It shall be installed at a distance of 0.5 metre 

(minimum). The cone of the protector shall be capable of providing protection to the whole SPV 

array and at the same time it shall not obstruct the sunlight to array. The external lightening 

protection shall be in compliance with Table 5, 6 and 7 of IEC 62305 – 1. 
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DCC comments: DCC committee members rejected the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members as using HVI will led to proprietary product. Hence original clause may be 

retained. 

 

Clause No. 5.5.2 Protection of  Charge controller and Telecom equipment from SPV array 

side:On the SPV power source  side of  charge controller, the charge controller and telecom 

equipment  shall be adequately protected against lightning  and surges  in a manner as given 

below:  

First stage protection to DC path, from the SPV array shall be provided with GD tube protection 

between +ve and earth and –ve and earth. The GD tubes shall be provided with a proper rated 

fuse to avoid short circuit due to failure of the protection component. The failure of fuse or 

protective device shall create an alarm (Visual as well as Audio) to draw the immediate attention 

of the maintenance staff.   

(b)  Second Stage protection shall consist of MOV between +ve to earth and -ve to earth. 

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members.to retain the clause 

TEC Remark: On basis of comment received and deliberation, modified clause as follows: 

Clause No. 5.5.2 Protection of  Charge controller and Telecom equipment from SPV array 

side:On the SPV power source  side of  charge controller, the charge controller and telecom 

equipment  shall be adequately protected against lightning  and surges  in a manner as given 

below:  

 

Surge protection Device on input side of CCU shall consist of Spark Gap/MOV surge-

arrestors(Type I for DC) and Metal Oxide Varistors (MOV-Type II for DC) connected between 

+ve and –ve, +ve and ground,  –ve and ground inYcongugration.  

Type I SPD shall be able to discharge total lightning impulse current (10/350 µsec) of 12.5KA 

SPD shall have Iscpv (short-circuit current rating) value as per the total SPV system current with 

a minimum value 1000A of Iscpv. SPD shall have thermal Disconnection for fail safe 

operation.The purchaser may specify the requirement for provisioning of an integrated internal 

by pass SPV-DC fuse or external series fuse connected in +ve& -ve strings so that SPD can 

extinguish the DC arc safely.                          . 

 Type II SPD shall be able to discharge total surge discharge current more than 15KA (8/20 

µsec). SPD shall have Iscpv (short-circuit current rating) value as per the total SPV system 

current with a minimum value 1000A of Iscpv. SPD shall have thermal Disconnection for fail 

safe operation.The purchaser may specify the requirement for provisioning of an integrated 

internal by pass SPV-DC fuse or external series fuse connected in +ve& -ve strings so that SPD 

can extinguish the DC arc safely.                          

SPD(Type I & II) shall have mechanical indication on +ve, -ve and ground path for local 

indication and potential free / auxiliary contacts for remote indication. SPD shall comply to the 

EN 50539-11 standards and certified from KEMA or VDE. 
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Clause No.5.5.2 2nd para The  ratings of MOVs and  GD Tubes shall  be as follows  : 

GD Tube: not less than 10KA, having the following current >= 100Amps. The rating of fuse 

used for protection of GD Tube shall be as per GD tube specification. 

MOV: 5 kA at 8/20 microsec. wave shape.  The voltage rating of the MOVs shall be  at least 10 

V  higher than specified value of the SPV array.  

 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendations of 2nd Sub DCC 

and MF members to retain the clause. 

 

TEC Remark: On basis of comment received and deliberation, modified clause as follows: 

Same has been discussed above and this may be replaced with finalized clause. 

Clause No.5.5.3 Protection on AC Main Side (Hybrid Power supply only):  This protection 

shall be part of Telecom Site. The GR on Lightening and Surge Protection of Telecom Sites (No. 

TEC/GR/FLA/LSP - 001/01/June.2010) or as per or IEC 61643  standard shall be referred. 

DCC comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendations of 2nd Sub DCC 

and MF members to retain the clause. 

Clause No. 8.1.1 The structure of the unit/rack shall be made up of rigid frame work of MS steel 

profiles with a proper ventilating arrangements. The structural strength of the framework shall be 

able to withstand the ultimate mechanical load of the unit/rack without any deformity.  Unit/rack 

shall be free of sharp edges or sharp corners.  The unit/rack shall have suitable ventilating 

arrangements (forced cooling from the sides is not permitted).The front door (if provided) and 

rear door may be of hinged or removable type. The gauge of metal sheet for panels   shall not be 

less than 2mm. The structure of the unit/rack shall be made up of rigid frame work of MS steel 

profiles with a proper ventilating arrangements. The structural strength of the framework shall be 

able to withstand the ultimate mechanical load of the unit/rack without any deformity.  Unit/rack 

shall be free of sharp edges or sharp corners.  The unit/rack shall have suitable ventilating 

arrangements (forced cooling from the sides is not permitted).The front door (if provided) and 

rear door may be of hinged or removable type. The gauge of metal sheet for panels   shall not be 

less than 2mm. 

DCC Comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommended of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members as: “The structure of the unit/rack shall be made up of rigid frame work of MS 

steel profiles with a proper ventilating arrangements. The structural strength of the framework 

shall be able to withstand the ultimate mechanical load of the unit/rack without any deformity.  

Unit/rack shall be free of sharp edges or sharp corners.  The unit/rack shall have suitable 

ventilating arrangements (forced cooling from the sides is not permitted).The front door (if 

provided) and rear door may be of hinged or removable type. The gauge of metal sheet for 

panels   shall not be less than 2mm. The structure of the unit/rack shall be made up of rigid 

frame work of MS steel profiles with a proper ventilating arrangements. The structural strength 

of the framework shall be able to withstand the ultimate mechanical load of the unit/rack without 

any deformity.  Unit/rack shall be free of sharp edges or sharp corners.  The unit/rack shall have 

suitable ventilating arrangements (forced cooling from the sides is not permitted).The front door 

(if provided) and rear door may be of hinged or removable type. The gauge of metal sheet for 

panels  shall not be less than 2mm., however purchaser may specify  thickness/gauge of metal 

sheet to be less than 2mm for lower weight system, but quality and strength of the rack 

shall be ensured.” 
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Clause No.8.1.1 The structure of the unit/rack shall be made up of rigid frame work of MS steel 

profiles with a proper ventilating arrangements. The structural strength of the framework shall be 

able to withstand the ultimate mechanical load of the unit/rack without any deformity.  Unit/rack 

shall be free of sharp edges or sharp corners.  The unit/rack shall have suitable ventilating 

arrangements (forced cooling from the sides is not permitted). The front door (if provided) and 

rear door may be of hinged or removable type. The gauge of metal sheet for panels   shall not be 

less than 2mm. 

DCC Comments: DCC committee members rejected the TEC comments as no standard is 

available and strength carrying capacity and quality for lower thickness cannot be ensured. 

Hence the original clause may be retained. 

 

DCC committee members accepted the recommended of 2nd Sub DCC and MF members to 

retain the clause. 

 

Clause No. 8.1.3 For    smaller  standalone systems, to  prevent,   the  misuse  of battery  

there shall be a provision for mounting the battery inside the charge controller,  away from the 

heat generating components, if any.  In such cases a provision of  locking the charge 

controller which can be opened by a key or proper tool shall be made. However 

terminations for SPV power and  Load  with proper protection against accidental touch  

shall  be accessible without opening the charge controller unit. If the above arrangement is 

not feasible due to large battery size the battery terminals shall be so designed  to avoid its 

misuse. 

DCC Comments: DCC committee members recommended to shift the clause in purchaser 

guidelines. 

Clause No. 8.1.5Provision for mounting the charge controller unit on the wall as well as table 

shall be provided. SMPS rack shall have the provision for fixing it on the floor.  

DCC Comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members Hence clause will be  

Provision for mounting the charge controller unit on the wall  

or table shall be provided. SMPS rack shall have the provision for fixing it on the floor. 

Clause No.8.1.9 The necessary arrangement for fixing the rack on the floor shall be 

provided. The rack shall  be  provided with bottom clearance of 110 mm with a tolerance 

of +/- 10mm 

DCC Comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members. Hence clause will be  

The necessary arrangement for fixing the rack on the floor shall be provided. The rack shall  be  

provided with bottom clearance of 110 mm minimum or more. 

 

Clause No.8.1.16The FR/FC modules  shall be cooled by  natural  convection  for  smaller 

capacities i.e. 12.5A. FR/FC modules of 25A  may have natural  or forced cooling. 
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DCC Comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members. 

DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and MF members to 

retain the clause.. 

 

Clause No. 8.2.2.1Proper  termination shall be provided in the charge controller to  terminate the 

leads from  the battery, load and cable   from  the SPV power source and SMPS. In SMPS also 

the proper termination for terminating  battery and cable  from  charge controller. 

DCC Comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC 

and MF members. Hence clause will be 

Proper  termination shall be provided in the charge controller to  terminate the leads from  the 

battery, load and cable   from  the SPV power source and SMPS. In SMPS also the proper 

termination shall be provided for terminating  battery and cable  from  charge controller. 

Clause No. 8.2.2.8The  provision for  interconnection  between telecom equipment, Charge 

controller and  battery and also between SMPS Telecom equipment and battery (along with 

switching arrangement).  The terminations for Exchange and battery shall be made in SMPS as 

well as  charge controller. Provision for termination of  FR/FCs  in SMPS shall be made. The 

isolation of any of the battery from  the  load shall create an alarm. 

Already Discussed. 

Clause No. 8.4.1Bus-bar Riser height wherever applicable shall be 250 mm  for both exchange 

and battery. 

 

DCC Comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members. Hence clause will be Bus-bar Riser height wherever applicable shall be 250  

mm  for both exchange and battery, however purchaser may decide on actual height. 

Clause No. 8.6Meters: There  shall  be  provision  to  monitor  the voltage and current of the 

system as given below :  

In Charge Controller, thereshall be a provision to monitor DC current as well as voltage of the 

System, any of the Battery, SPV array and that of the load with the help of Digital meters.  

Digital meter’s display/resolution should be such that it is clearly and unambiguously readable 

from a distance of 1 metre. Normally the meters shall indicate the System voltage and current.  

 

DCC Comments: DCC committee members accepted the recommended of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members. Hence clause will be  

Meters: There  shall  be  provision  to  monitor  the voltage and current of the system as given 

below : 

In Charge Controller, there shall be a provision to monitor DC current as well as voltage of the 

System, any of the Battery, SPV array and that of the load. The value can be displayed on digital 

panel meter or LCD display. 
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Clause No. 8.8 Earthing: Proper earthing shall be provided for SPV modules/panels/array, 

mounting structure, lightning surge protection component and body of charge controller.  Charge 

controller cabinet and SMPS rack shall be provided with two earth terminals in effective 

electrical contact with the body of the cabinet/rack.   All metal parts of  the  components, which 

do not carry current, shall be bonded thereto. Nominal  cross-sectional  area  of  earth continuity 

conductor, not contained within the cable, shall be  half (minimum) of each current carrying 

conductor to be protected but in no case it  shall be less  than 3 mm diameter. Continuity 

conductor used for the purpose shall only be of copper.  Suitable terminals shall be provided for 

terminating earth conductor. 

 

DCC Comments: DCC committee members rejected the recommendation of 2nd Sub DCC and 

MF members. Hence modified clause will be: 

Earthing: Proper earthing shall be provided for SPV modules/panels/array, mounting structure, 

lightning surge protection component and body of charge controller.  Charge controller cabinet 

and SMPS rack shall be provided with two earth terminals in effective electrical contact with the 

body of the cabinet/rack. For example; Non-bentonite, graphite based chemical. Copper 

bonded (min 250micro) steel earthing rod 3m long with UL certified copper bonded 

rod.However purchaser may decide exact requirement.   All metal parts of  the  components, 

which do not carry current, shall be bonded thereto. Nominal  cross-sectional  area  of  earth 

continuity conductor, not contained within the cable, shall be  half (minimum) of each current 

carrying conductor to be protected but in no case it  shall be less  than 3 mm diameter. 

Continuity conductor used for the purpose shall only be of copper.  Suitable terminals shall be 

provided for terminating earth conductor. 

 

Clause No.8.13.4 The Mounting structure shall be easily transportable and designed to 

withstand the wind speed of  200KM/hour. Design calculation shall be furnished to  show that 

the proposed structure  will  withstand the wind speed of 200 Km/hr. The design for the 

mounting structure shall have the certification from a recognised or accredited Lab/Institution 

for the purpose. 

 

DCC Comments: DCC committee members rejected the 2nd Sub DCC and MF member 

suggestion to reduce the wind speed as it is policy decision of TEC and no change has so far 

been made in this regard. However purchaser may demand for low wind speed as per his 

requirements. Hence modified clause as follows: 

 

Clause No. 8.13.4 The Mounting structure shall be easily transportable and designed to 

withstand the wind speed of  200KM/hour. Design calculation shall be furnished to  show that 

the proposed structure  will  withstand the wind speed of 200 Km/hr. The design for the 

mounting structure shall have the certification from a recognized or accredited Lab/Institution 

for the purpose. If required purchaser may reduce the wind speed requirement depending upon 

geographical condition of the site. 

Annexure-2  

TEC Remark: On basis of comment received and deliberation, clause 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, 5.6.2 

content may be re-iterated in purchaser guidelines. 
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Annexure-4  

DCC committee members recommendation to add a note to bring more clarity on applicability of 

formula. Hence following word may be added: 

“Note: Formula 2 & 4 is applicable for MPPT Charger Controller and Formula 1 & 3 is 

applicable for PWM Charger Controller.” 

 

4. In the end of meeting, DDG (FA) thanked to all the participants for sparing their precious time 

and for giving valuable suggestions. The participants also thanked TEC for listening to them and 

considering their suggestions. 

 

5. These are the final minutes of the DCC meeting held on 22.09.2016 incorporating 

the comments received from the stakeholder on the Draft DCC minutes issued and 

deliberation made upon. 

 

- sd - 

(Ram Krishna) 

DDG (FA) 

 

To,  

      All participants of DCC committee meeting. 
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